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ABSTRACT. Wc set a coupled boundary value problem between two domains of
different dimension. The first one is dic uniÉ cube of R’, nE j2,37, with a crack and
the second one is the crack. Thisproblem comes from [1], that obtained an analogous
coupled problem. Wc show that dic solution has singularities due to the crack. As in
[7], wc adapt the Hilbert uniqueness method of J.-L. Lions [11-12] in order to obtain
the exact controllability of dic associated wavc equation with Dirichlet action on a
part of the boundary.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let us start with some notations. For nE[2, 3), we set
w={xER~: x2=0,0<x,<2 and ifn=3,—l<x3’CI),
We sometimes identify 1’ and a> with the open sets ]0, 1 [x]—l, lIIn~2 and
]O, 2[x]—l, I[n~2 of Ra—’. We also remark that fi is the unit cube with a slit
along the half- hyperplane x2 = 0, x1=0(see figures 1 and 2).
au
We denote by y~u, Y+j—T- (resp. y..u, y... -y~—) the trace of the func-
tion u and the trace of the outward normal derivative of u on 1’ from aboye
(resp. from below) in 0. 811 (resp. 6V, da>) denotes the boundary of fi (resp,
1’, <o), and we set F1 = afl\P. Moreover, in the sequel, for a function u defined
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Fig. 1 (n=2)
£3
Fig. 2 (n=3)
euin fi we shall also denote by yu (resp. ~ ev the trace of u (resp. the trace
of the outward normal derivative of u) oh 1’,. And in order to avoid
evconfusions, for a function y defined in 1’, we denote by 9v (resp. 9
the trace of u (resp. the trace of the outward normal derivative of y) on df.
Finally, y (resp. u») will be in fil (resp. 1’), the unitary outer normal vector on
fí (resp. on dI’).
From no~v on, A,, (resp. V,,) will d&note the Laplace operator (resp. the
gradient)in R~
We first consider the following boundary value problem: given fe L2 (fil),
geL2 (o4, find weak solutions uEH’ (fil) and u,EH’ (en) of (1.1), (1.2) and
(1.3) hereafter.
(1.1) du du inI’,VELE):: +-«A 1’.
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(¡.2) y~u=y.u=u1 on 1’
(u=O on
(¡.3)
(uí=O on ar.
Our motivation to study problem (l.l)-(l.3) comes from [1], who
obtained an analogous coupled problem between fi and en hin more
complicated. Actually, they deduced a coupling between the linear elasticity
system in fi and the plate equation in a> (in dimension 3). This paper is the
first step in the study of singularities and exact controllability of the problem
given in [1].
Due to the Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed on 1’,, the boundary
value problem (J.l)-(l.3) splits into two problems: the first one isa coupling
between fi and I’ i.e. u is a solution of
—A,,u=f infl,
au
u=O on
y..,-u=O on ar.
The second one is the Dirichlet problem in w\F i.e.
u,=g in en\fl,
(1.5)
(uí=O OH 6(a>\l9.
Since this second problem is a Dirichlet problem in a convex domain of
we never speak about it (for the regularity of the solution, see [5] and
for the exact controllability of the associated wave equation, see [12]).
We can say that problem (1.4) is a mixed problem Dirichlet-Ventcel (since
on a part of the boundary of fi, the boundary condition is of Dirichlet type;
while on dic remainder of the boundary, the boundary condition is of Ventcel
type). In dimension 2, Ventcel problems on polygonal domains without slit
were studied by K. Lemrabet [8-9]. Moreover, the regularity results we
obtained in dimension 2 are similar to those of [8].
in view of the exact controllability of dic wave equation associated with
problem (l.4), we need a regularity result about the solution u of (1.4).
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Classically, the optimal regularity we expect is H2(fl) for u and W(f’) for
y~u. But, even for u, it is clear that it can not have dic optimal regularity
since it is a solution of a non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem in O, which is
an open set with a síu (ci. [5) and [7]). Inspired from ihese resulis, we can
show that u and y.,. u admit the following expansion:
o(1.6) u=u
0±ci)(r)r’
12sin (—)
2’
(1.7) ‘y+u=u
2o~=cn(r)r3¡2
3
where u0E 112(0) ; u20E H
2(F) ; (r. O) denotes polar coordinates with origin
(0,0) in the x,, x
2-plane i.e. x, + ir2 = re
6, such that the half-line O = O is equal
to the half-line x
2 =0, x, >0 (this means that the half-hyperplane O = O
contains the crack f) t> E 9 (E) is a cut-off function satisfying ,~= 1 in a
neighbourhood of O and supp~G] — -~-, + [ finally, in dimension 2, c is a
constant and in dimension 3, c= c(r, x3) Ls a function of dic variables r and
x3 such that cdH’(]0, 1 [x]—l, l[). The expansion (1.6) sbows that u has a
singularity due to the crack (in dimension 2, this is a vertex singularity, while
in dimension 3, it is an edge singularity). Moreover (1.6) will induce a
singularity to y+ u due to the jump of the normal derivative of the singular
part cr
112 sin (4) of u. This singularity of -y÷u is concentrated at the bottom2
of- the crack Fo, since c is regular far from Fo.
Let us now pass to the wave equation. For Cauchy data (g
0, ~oo) and
(p,q’0) (‘Po andg, are functions defined in O, while ‘Pm andq,0, are functions
defined in E) and a Dirichlet datum (u, u0) (as aboye, vis defined on 811 x (0, 7’),
while v~ is defined on 61’>< (0, 7)) we consider the solution’P of the following
wave equation:
<p”—A,,’P=0 in Ox(0,7),
dv~
y+9yuP on E,
(1.8) sp (O) =s,’o, (7+ sp) (0) =4~oo~
q,u on F1x(0,T),
7~spu0 on dFx(0,79,
where sp’ denotes the partial derivative of’P with respect to t i.e. SO> = O, ‘P~
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The problem of the exact controllability consists in finding a time Tsuch
that for alí Cauchy data, there exists (at least) one Dirichlet datum (u, yo) such
that
~‘+sp)(1) = (‘y+sp)’ (7)= 0.
So, we have to drive our coupled system to rest, by acting on tbe
boundaries 611 and 01’.
We adapt the Hilbert uniqueness method of J.-L. Lions [11-12] in order
to apply it to our coupled problem (1.8). Qur technics are anafogous to those
of 1’. Grisvard [7], who studied the exact controllability of the wave equation
in nonsmooth domains (see also [14], Sor the exact controllability of the
vibrating plates equation in a polygon).
In our case, the Hilbert uniqueness method is based on the estimate of the
energy of the solutionSO of(l.8) with homogeneous Dirichlet data (i.e. u=O,
‘9sp ______
u0= O) by the L
2-norm of the normal derivatives y —~—— and y» 6(y±‘P~ of sp
dv4
and ~ This estimate is itself based on the following identity, where m is a
vector field, called multiplier of the form m (x) = x — x
0, where x0 = (xoí x00)
satisfies x02=O:
(>9) (—4, sp)m-V,,sp dx
dsp Osp
+f(—A~1 (Y+’P)± i~+yw+Y~0 )y+m-¶L..í (y~’p)dx
4
—jf~m . y -~-~--9du ij 0v»
dv 2
8~y+mv
4(y4
+lrx
0
where J’0={xE 6T’:x, =0] is the bottom of the crack and cis the coefficient
of the singularity appearing in the decomposition (1.6) of sp.
The choice of x0 is inspired from the results of § 7 of [7]. Geometrically,
this means that x0 is in the direction of the crack in dimension 2 and in the
plane of the crack in dimension 3.
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From (¡.9), we can deduce that if x0,=0,there exists a minimal time 7%
and a positive constant. C such that
d(y±sp) \2
(1.10) (T— T0) LoS C’{jji. (y ~7’)2dudt+fx+ (y» )d&dtI~
where E0 denotes the energy of sp,
2t(x0)=(xEF1 :m(x).v(x)>0}x(0, 7),
Owing to HUM, we arrive to the exact controllability of (1.8) with
Dirichlet data only on E{(x0) and Xt(xo).
For convenience, in alí this paper, we suppose that C is a positive
constant, which may depend on tbe domain 11 and on the circumstances but
which never depends on dic solution of the problem we solve.
2. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us introduce the two following Hilbert spaces
(f2)xL
2 (a>),
Y, = [ti=(u, u,) EH’ (11) x H¿ (<o) satisfying
(2.1) u=O on 1’,,
(2.2) y~u=yu=u
1 on
this last one being equipped with the norm of 11’ (11)x 11’ (<o). Let us recalí
that H¿ (en) denotes the closure in H’ (en) of
9 (en) (the space of (Y0-functions
with compact support in en).
We introduce tlie form of the Éradient ón Y, as follows: for ah U = (u, u,),
U(v,v,)E Y,, we set
b(iL ID =f Wu.Wudx±f W.íúí.V,,.¡ u, dx»
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The form ti is obviously a continuous bilinear form on Y1>< Y1; moreover,
owing to Poincaré’s inequality in fi and ¿o, it is V1-coercíve í.e. there exists a
positive constant /3 such that
2
Owing to the Lax-Milgram lemma, we obtain the
Lemma 2.1. For alí (f,g)EH1, Mere exists a unique solution ilE Y, of
(2.3) ti(ñ, i>=f fvdx+f gv, dx
4, Vii=(v, v,)E Y,.
Formal applications of Green’s formula drive us to say that U = (u, u,) is
a weak solution of problem (l.l)-(l.3). Before giving a meaning to (l.l)-(l.3),
we first show that problem (2.3) splits into two problems corresponding to
(1.4) and (1.5). In dimension 2, this splitting is based on the trace theorem
1.5.2.3 of [5]. In dimension 3, we use the following one:
Theorem 2.2. La O tie a tiounded open set of R3, with a polyhedral
boundary 06, 0 lying on only one side of its tioundary, and set 06 = Uf...,
where F~ are disjoint plane open sets. For alí k= 1 N, let us denote ti>’ ‘1k.
the trace operator on the face I’k~ For a fixed j cf 1 ,..., Nj, let us set
¡‘2=IuEH’(6):yku=0, Vk#jj.
Then the operator
u — y~u
is a continuous operator jtom Y) into Jií/2(F3. Ident~fying ~ with a
polygonal open set of It?, we recalí that (see Definition 1.3.2.5 of [5]) u E
¡11/2 (I’~) uf LiEH’P (R2), where ~ is the continuation of u ti>’ zero outside
Proof: Owing to the results of [4], we know that this operator ís
continuous and surjective onto the subspace of fE fll/2 (I’~) satisfying
(2.4) (¡CIV? dxdy <+00Jr,xv,¡Jkx)¡ jIx—y¡I3
for alí l#j, 1V II denoting the Euclidean norm of It3.
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We now prove that this condition (2.4) implies that
(2.5) ¡f(x)12 dxp,(x)
where p~ (x) = d(x, 8Ff) is the distance from x to the boundary of 1’,. This will
prove the result, owing to Lemma 1.3.2.6 of[5].
As in [4], by localization and linear change of variables, we are reduced to
the case O = O, where G is the trihedral x
1>0, x2 >0, x3 >0. Let us denote by5k’ the face defined by xk=O, for kcfl,2,3}. We may suppose that 5’1
corresponds to 5,.
By a direct computation, we check that for xc 5,, we have
dv Ir
‘si J¡x—y¡13 — 2x,
for le {2, 3]. Therefore, the conditions (2.4) tanspose to O and the previous
iFiequality imply that
L, lf(x)I2pt)<+oc,
srnce on Sí, p~ (x) = mm (x
2, xO. This proves the theorem.
Lemma2.3. LetO=fx=(x»,xJERtO<x,,< l,x»E61 1~ whereO1 isan
open set of R”—
1 with a smooth boundary. La y,, denote the trace operator
n the ¡‘art of the boundary of O corresponding to x,,=O. La uE II’ (O). Then
(2.6) y,,u=0 <fandoní>’ (1
dx# dx,,
<+00.(2.7) jlu(xtx,,)I2
Proof: Let vE9 (O) (the set of £1Yc..functions in O). We can write
v(x4,x~J~v(x#.0)=j dv (x’ty,jdy,,.
‘9>’,,
Therefore, Schwarz’s inequality implies
(S> 0v
1 (x4y)¡2dy.4 0>’,,
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Dividing this inequality by x,, and integrating over O, we get
(2.8) ( iIv(x4x) (yv)(x»)¡2dx4dx< ¡¡vil’Jo ~ ¡¡‘(6).
Since2 (~) is dense in H’(6) (see Theorem 1.4.2.1 of[5]), (2.8) shows that
for alí ueH’ (O), the funetion
(x4, x,,) —. (u (x4, x,,) — (y~ u) (x»))
belongs to L’ (6) and (2.8) holds for u.
Let us fix uEH’ (O). If y,,u=0, then (2.8) directly implies (2.7).
Reciprocally, if (2.7) bolds, then (2.8) and the triangular inequality imply
fo Q¡Ó~nu)(xI’)I2dx#dxn<+00
This proves (2.6) since y- is not integrable on ]0, 1[.
Using local charts and Lemma 1.3.2.6 of[5], we obtain the
Corollary 2.4. Let 6 be a bounded open set of R” with a Lz~schitz
boundary. Pien
/71/2 (6)flH1 (6)= II¿(6).
Lemma 2.5. ¡Jet a>
1 =en\F. Ifú=(u, u¡)E y1, then
(2.9) uí E ¡1¿ (5’) fl IJ¿(wí).
Proof: Applying Theorem ¡.5.2.3 of[5] in dimension 2 and Theorem 2.2
in dimension 3 in the open set 11±=IxE11:x,>0>,we deduce that u, =y+u
fulfils
(2.10) dx____ <+00
since 1 — x1=d(x, OF), where U is the part of the boundary of LV
corresponding to x,0 (notice that PCI’).
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If we denote OF= lxEOf’ : x, = 1} and j, the trace operator on 05’ in 1’,
then Lemma 2.3 and inequality (2.10) imply that
9u,=0 on 61
Since we already%now that the trace of u, is equal to zero on da>, we deduce
(2.9).
We are now able to state the splitting of problem (2.3). Let us introduce
the Hilbert spaces:
V={uEII’(11) satisfying (2.1) and y±u=yuEH¿(F)],
equipped with the norm
We consider the form of the gradient on [1as follows: for alí u, vG Y, we
set
(2.11) a(u,v)=fV,,uV,,vdx+f 9,, (y~~~u)V,,í(y+v)dx4.
As previously, this form is a continuous coercive humear form on V.
Theorem 2.6. ¡Jet a; g)E II,. Then ú=(u, u,)E Y
1 is the unique solution
of(2.3) fand oní>’ ji
u c y and is ihe unique solution of
(2.12) a(u.v)=f~fvdx+f~ gy~vdx
4, VvCV.
fi) ¡he restriction u
2 of uÉ to w~ belongs tu ¡4 (a>,) andfulfils
(2.13) u29,,...í wdxt#=f», gwdx’
t, VWeH¿ (en,).
Remarks 2.7: Wc see that u
2 is a solution of a classical Dirichlet problem
in a convex domain of Ra—’. Owing to the results of[5], u,eII
2 (mí) and the
exact controllability of zbe associated wave equation is weJiknown (cf. [12]).
Therefore, from now on, we only studythe solution ue Vof problem (2.12).
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The splitting phenomenon is a consequence of tbe Dirichlet boundary
conditions imposed on 5’,. For instance if we consider Neumann boundary
conditions on F~, no splitting occurs.
In order to show in what sense uG y, solution of (2.12), is a solution of
(1.4), we need the extension of Theorems ¡.5.3.10 and 1.5.3.11 of [5] in
dimension 3. The proofs are actually identical using the Green formula
(22.11) of[2] and Tbeorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 arefulfilled.
Forp> 1, let us set
E(A, LP(6))=juEH’ (6):.AuCLP(6)>.
Pien the mapping
Ou
u—Ti
which is defined on 9 (a), has a unique continuous extension as an operator
from E(A, hP <6» into (III]? (1?))’. Moreover, the following half Green
ident it>’ still holds:
CC Vdx+V< Ou(2.14) jAuvdx~—j0Vu y a~
for alí ueE(A,LP (O)) and alí v&
9(O) such that y~vc9(I’
1), for ever>’
jE[1 A’).
Theorem 2.9. Let (f, g) EH be fixed. Pien ¡he unique solution u C Y of
(2.12) satisfies
(2.15) —A,,u=f in fi,
Ou Ou
(2.16) ~ in 5’.
Proof: (2.15) is a direct application of (2.12) with u E 2(11). Sowe deduce
that u c E(A, LP (fi)). But unfortunately, II does not fulfil the assurnption of
Theorem 2.8. So we use the following trick. Let us set
fl=jxE]— 1,1 [~: x,>0},
fI+=txEfl:x2>01,
= {xEh : x2<0}.
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Then we know that
uEE(A, LP(f1±)),uEE(A,LP(fl9).
Ou Ou
This allows us to give a meaning to ‘1± and -y as elements of
Taking spE 9(ñ), then sp~ (resp. sp—) the restriction ofsp to LV (resp. 1V)
fulflís dic assumptions of Theorem 2.8 in LV (resp. O’). Therefore, usingthe
Oteen ¡dentity (2.14) to the pairs (u,spt) in LV and (u, <) in 1V and adding
the results, we obtain
f A,uspdx= —.f WuWspdx+<~+fr± ~
Owing to (2.12), (2.15) and the previous identity, we obtain
f V,, í(y±u)Vn....í(yi~sp)dx#+<y+..~~J~+ y.... Z~ y~~o>
=f, g(y..,.sp)dx~, VSOG=3(fi).
This proves (2.16).
3. REGULARITY OF THE WEAK SOLUTION
The aim of this paragraph is to prove the expansions (1.6) and (1.7). Let
us set
o
(3.1) Si (r, O) = i~ (r) r”2 sin
4 2
(3.2) S
2(r)=—
Tbeorem 3.1. Let uE Y be the solution of (2.12) with data (fg)EH.
Then u and y~ u admit thefollowing expansion:
(3.3) u=u0+cS,,
(3.4) y+u=u20+c52,
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where u0 E ¡12(11), u20 E IV (5’) and in di>’nension Z cE It wh¡le in dimension
3, cEfi’ (1’). Moreo ver, we have thefolllowing estimate:
(3.5) U u0 ¡ ¡¡‘(II) + ¡¡u20 II 11
2(F)+ ¡¡ dl H’ (U) =C¡¡(fi g) ¡¡
In dimension 2, in order to apply the results of Corollary 4.4.1.4 of [5] to
u, we need to show that y+u belongs to H3~2 (1’). We use the
Theorem 3.2. LetO be a tiounded open set Of It’>’, m=1, with a smooth
boundary; O being oní>’ on une side of its boundary. IfvEII¿ (O) is such that
Am y E (¡1 /2 (0))’
then
yE 11312(6).
Proof: The proof is made by interpolation and using Theorems 1.6.2 and
1.11.7 of[13]. s
Proof of Theorern 3.1 when n=2: Owing to (2.16), y+ueH¿(I’) fulflís
(3.6) L9U bu
which belongs to (H’/?(F))’. So Theorem 3.2 shows that
~uEH3/2(F).
We now remark that u is a solution of the following non-homogeneous
Dirichlet problem in 11:
I zX2u=—fEL2(fI) in fi,u=O on E,,y--u=’y...uEH3Í2(f)ÑH¿(f’) on 1’.
Owing to Corollary 4.4.4. 14 and Rernark 4.4.4.16 of [5] (see also Theorem
1.4.10 of[2]), we obtain ihe decomposition (3.3) for u.
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Using this expansion (3.3) of u in the right-hand side of (3.6) and
computing dic normal derivative of the singular part, we see that ‘1+ u E ud (1’)
fulfils
—A1 (~u~g+c~x¿’¡
2
where we set
Ou<> 8u
0
Remark that Xv’!? does not belong to L
2(F). But we can compute
explicitly the solution iv f
‘92w
— =xV”2 on
04
‘9w
4 __ 3’?
Thts is w(x¡)
Finally, the function
(3.7) u
20=y±u—c~w
belongs to II¿((0, 1)) and fulfils
—A, u206L
2 ((0,1)).
So u
20eH
2 ((0, 1)) and the expansion (3.4) follows from (3.7).
By Theorem 3.5 hereafter (applied with A = 0, see Remarks 3.6), there
exists (K,, K
2) EH such that
(3.8) c=(<f,g), (K,, K2))11,
where (,~)H denotes the inner product of H.
Let us define the linear operator
T:H—H
2(11)xfP(F):(f,g)—(u
0,u2o).
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Owing to the closed graph theorem, if iris closed, then iris continuous and
therefore the estimate (3.5) holds. Rut thc closeness of T is a direct
consequence of(3.8) and the continuous dependence of the solution uE Vol
(2.12) w¡th respect lo (fg) in 11.
This proves Theorem 3.1 when n=z2.
In order to obíain an analogous decomposition resulí in dimension 3, we
need to study <«he Helmoltz equation» in dimension 2. Actually, we shall
extend Ihe results of § 2 of [6] in our situation.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that n=2 and let Q~, g)EII and X be a real
parameter=1. We denote by u, (he unique soluuion of
(3.9) a(u, v)+X((u. y+u), (v,y~v))
11=(<fg),(v,y~v)),¡, VvE Y.
Then u and y+ u admil thefollowing expansion
(3.10) u=uR±cer~IXS!,
(3.11) y+u=u?R+ce”’~S?,
where u~EH
2 (11), u?REH2 (1’), andceR satisfy the estima/es
(3.1 2) Z A2 t¡¡uR¡¡JJI(ffl+¡¡u2R¡¡It(F)}= C¡¡(f,g)¡¡~,
¡=0
(3.13)
where C does nol depend on A
Proof: The idea of the proof is identical with Theorem 2.1 of [6] but the
technics are different. The main step is based on an explicil formula for c,
obtained as in [3].
Applying (3.9) with v=u, we can show that u fulflís
Since uE Y may be seen as a solution of (2.12) with a datum (f—.U,
g—Ay±u)in ¡1, Theorem 3.1 shows that u and y~u admit the respective
expansion (3.3) and (3.4); moreover the estimate (3.5) becomes
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Owing to (3.14), we deduce that
(3.15) ¡¡uok¡112<Ifl+ ¡IU?o¡¡II2(F)+ ¡c¡ =C¡t(f.g)I¡11.
Unfortunately, this estimate does not allow us to prove the estimates
(3.12) and (3.13). So as in [6],we modify the decompositions (3.3) and (3.4)
of u and ‘1+ u. Setting
(3.16) UR=Uo+c(l ~erfi) si,
(3.17) U2p=u20+c(l..erfi)S2,
we directly obtain (3.10) and (3.11) (with the same constant cas in (3.4)).
Moreover, the regularity of Up and u2p follows from the following lemma,
which is proven by an easy computation.
Lernma 3.4. Let n=2. Then thefunc¡ions (1 ~erfi)S,, (1 —e’~)S2
belong respective/y tu II? (11) and 112(1’) andfulfil
¡j(l — e~rfi) Si ¡IJJ2(fl)=CX’
4,
¡¡(1 —e—’fi)5
2¡¡w<,>=C.
It remains to prove (3.12) and (3.13). To do that, Wc need the explicit
formula for c. Let us set
sin(
1)
qi(r, 6)=e~r~/rY 2
We check that
(3.18)
for sorne d>0. Rut the main problem is that
___+y_ —~— e~<~r~3/2
II—
does not belong to H’(f9. Fortunately,the function 4,, defined by
66)=4i(r)ri 1 cos (y)
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belongs to H’(fl) (owing to Theorems ¡.4.5.3 and 1.7.1 of[5]) and fulflís
4, = y4, = 4i¡rirrfi
Therefore, on 5’, the laplacian of y±4,is equal to ~nr3I2e~r~/X, modulo
¡¡-‘(1’).
Let 4,~ E Y be the unique solution of
(3.20) a(4,,, u) + X ((4,,, y~4,,), (u, ~‘± u))11
=11 {(A2—X)(,j~)v--V24,V2 v—X4,v>dx
+I~ {4x~I
2(A, —X) (,jrXVX) + 4xy’/2ir Ox, }yi~vdx,,
for alí vE Y.
Let us notice that the right-hand side of (3.20) is well defined since (A
2 — A)
(m/’) EL
2 (11), 4,E 11’ (11) and because ‘y~ vE H¿(5’) fulfils xv’ v+ vEL2(I’).
Now, we are able to give the expression for c.
Theorern 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, ~five set
(3.2!)
then we have
(3.22) —irc=f
0fKdx+f,, gy~Kdx.
Before giving the proof of (3.22. ci show how it implies (3.12) and
(3.13).
To obtain the estimate (3.13), it sufficcs to estimate the norm of K in
L
2(11) and the norm of y~K in L2(I’). But we easily ch ck that
¡¡rnp¡¡ L2(fI)=CA-”4
¡¡4,I¡L2(n)=CA3<
¡¡y+4,¡IL2(r)=CA’.
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Moreover, since 4,, is a solution of (320), we can prove that
¡~i ~+ vi ¡1(4>, }±4,,)¡¡,,=C.
Using the expansion (3.21) of K and the four previous inequalities, we get
(3.23) ¡¡(Al, y±K)¡¡11<CA—’/
4.
So (3.22), (3.23) and Schwarz’s irtequality imply (3.13).
Let us now prove (3.12). tising (3.16), (3.17), Lemma 3.4 and theestimates
(3.13) and (3.15), we obtain:
Owing to (3.10) and (3.1 1), we can say that
(3.25) ~ A2 { ¡¡ u,<j¡ I1<f1>+ ¡U2k1¡ ip,i’~ 1
3=0
¡=0
-+ ¡c¡~¡¡e~rV’S¡ ¡¡ ¡Ji(f}
3H ¡er~IXS,¡¡ ,,‘~> 1]
Rut we easily check that for le {0, 1 }:
(3.26) ¡¡e<
0¿s, ¡¡~<,~> =CA
4
4-
2,
(3.27) F¡er~IS2¡¡fl3(F) s cx’V
Using (3.14), (3.13), (3.26) and (3.27jfl (3.25) becomes
¡=0
The sum of (3.24) and (3.28) yields (3. !2).
Proof of Theorem 3.5: Let us denote by 1, the right-hand side of (3.22).
Using the expansion (3.21) of K, 1 splits as follows:
(3.29) ~=‘o+I + ‘~,
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where we set
Io=f fm/¡dx,
I¡=f>f4>dx+f gy~4>dx,,
12=fif4>,dx+fr gy~4> dx,.
i) Transformation of 12:12 is the right-hand side of (3.9) with u=4,,,
since 4>1 E Y, we get
<3.30) 12= a(4,,, u) +X((4>,, ~‘± 4>3, (u, y+ u)),1.
u) Transformat¡on of 1~: The splitting (3.3) of u induces the following
one for 1~:
<3.31) 10=ir0+c50,
with
(3.32) ir0 =J, (—A, + X)u0rp4dx,
(3.33) So=f(—A,+X)S,nqjdx.
Now, our goal is to use Green’s formula in the right-hand side of (3.32)
and (3.33).
a) Since u0EH’(11) and fulfils u0(0)=0, Theorem 4.3.2.2 of[5] implies
that u0 E P~ (11), for alí p <2 (see Definition 4.3.2.! of [5]). Moreover, we
check that ~~rEL~(f1), for alí q<4. Since 4¡ is smooth far frorn 0,
A(~i4)eL~(11), for alí q<4. Tberefore, the pair (,j~’, u) fulflís the
assumptions of Theorem 12.3 of[3] with somep<2 and qE]2,4[ such that
I/p+ l/q= 1. Applying the Green formula (12.4) of[3] to this pair, Wc get
(3.34) iro=fuo(—A2+X)(iN~)dx+<y± ‘9(m/’) _____
_____ _____ y±u0>.
b) To transform S~, we apply Green’s formula in 11,, = 11\B(0, e), for alí
c>0. By a classical computation, letting e go to zero, we obtain
(3.35) ~0=f 51 (—A,+ X) (m/~) dx— ir.
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In (3.31), replacing T0 and ~0 by their expression (3.34) and (3.35) and
using again the expansion (3.3) of u, we obtain
(3.36) Jo=f0u(—A2+X)ÓNddx+<y± ~ +y.. _ ; ‘1~u>—irc.
iii) Transformation of I~: The first step consists in using the half Green
formula in fi. Since u~ ¡12(11), we again use its expansion (3.3) and we
decomposef0 f4>dx in two integrals corresponding to the regular part and the
singular one. For the regular part, we may apply the half Green formula. For
the singular part, we use the half Green formula in fl~, for c>0; letting cgo
to zero and using the definition of 4>, Wc obtain
(3.37) 1, =f (V2 u92 4>+ Xu4,)dx+f2 (—A, + X) (y.f u)y+ 4,dx,.
We now transform the integral over 1’ by using Green formula in
K=li’\B(0, s), for e>0; and by letting cgo to zero. Computing the laplacian
of y+ 4>, we get
r O(m/¡) _____
(3.38) 1i=j(V2u924>+Xu4>)dx—<± ~ ;
+12 {4x1’2 (—A, + X) (riex¡fi) — 4xF”2 ‘9(,zcx¡~¡X) ‘1+ udx,.dx
iv) Conclusion: In (3.29), replacing 1~, 1, and I~ respectively by (3.36),
(3.38) and (3.30) and using the fact that 4,, is solution of (3.20), wc arrive to
(3.22). u
Remarks 3.6: In vicw of the proof of (3.22), we need to introduce 4>
because, in the right-hand side of (3.36), the duality bracket has a meaning
since y+u=y+u
0 belongs to the weighted space P2—í/PP(f), for somep<2;
but it has no meaning if we only know that y.~. u belongs to H¿(19. Indeed, if
the duality bracket would have a meaning Sor ‘1±u in ¡¡¿(5’), it would be
sufficient to consider 4>, e J/, solution of
zf(A2—X)(t,s/’)vdx—<y+ ‘9tt~ +y~ ;y~u>, for alí vE ¡/~
Theorem 3.6 is also true if we suppose that X = 0. Iherefore, it gives an
explicit formula for the coefficient c of the singularities of the solution u of
(2.12).
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Let us suppose that n = 3 up to the end of paragraph 3. In order to prove
Theorem 3.1, we shall develop u in Fourier series with respect to the basis
kw
fsm— (x3— l)}k<»~.. It corresponds to take the partial Fourier transform in
2
the x3-variable of the solution of the Dirichlet problem in a polyhedral
cylinder 6xIt, where 6 is a plane polygon of It
2, as P. Grisvard did in [6].
We use the following notation:
fl=fl(2>x]—l,l[, f=5’<2>x]—l,l[,
where fl(2) (resp. 5’(2)) is the domain £1 (resp. 5’) defined in § ¡ when n=2.
Moreover, for a point x in fil or in 5’, we denote
x = (x<2~, x
3)
where x<
2~ belongs to fl(2) or l’(=)and x
3E]—l, III.
For an arbitrary function w in L
2(fl) or L’(f’) and for alí kEN*, we set
Á-~~ —1:: ~x, x
3) kwiv ~x<
2» ~ ‘(~> sin—y—— (x
3—. 1) dx3
its Fourier coefficient with respect to kw 1).
Wc finally denote by 142>, the Hilbert space V defined on
We can easily prove the
Lemma 3.7. For alí wE Y and alí k E N*, we huye
Wk E 142) and ‘1+wk = y..- W~< = (+ w)k.
We are now able to give the
Proof of Theorem 3.1 when n=3: Let us fix kEN*. Using Fubini’s
theorem, we can prove that ukc lA?) is the unique solution of
f~t2 ItI?ukV?v+ k
2ir2 ukuldx2l4
+Ir(2> jV(y+u~)V,(y+u)+ 4 ‘1+ uk ‘1+
f0o f* vdx<2> +f~<~> gk ‘1+ udx<2>», Vv E V(2>.
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Thisshows that uk c V<’> is the solution of the Helmoltz equation (3.9) with
k2 n-2 >1 and adatum<,/j,g~). Bylheorem3.3, thereexistuflkEH2(fl<2>),4—
u2RkEIIZ(F<?)) and ckcIt such that
(3.39) uk = upk+ ck e—’~# 5~
(3.40) y+uk=u=Ifl+cker2 52.
Moreover, there exists a constant C independent of k such that
2
(3.41) E k2—’{ I¡ukk¡I 11(1)32>)+ ¡Iu2RkH ,v<r’>I + k’’2¡ckl 1
=Cf ¡L/i¡¡ ¡2(f}12>) + ¡¡~k¡¡ ¡2<fl(2>j
Let us denote by u
0, u20 and c, the functions defined respectively in fi,
5’ and also 5’, with respective Fourier coefficients uRk. u2Rk and ck er+ The
last function c is actually the convolution K*4> in [—1,1] (with respect tox3)
of the function 1’ and the kernel Al with respective coefficients ck and erk>J?.
The estimate (3.41) precisely shows that u0E IJ2(fl), u206 II’ (1’) and
cEH’ (1’) and fulfil the estimate (3.5). Finally, the expansions (3.39) and
(3.40) imply (3.3) and (3.4). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Itemark 3.8: In view of the definition of c, it is defined on R~x]— 1, I[
and is a solution of
c(0, )=4> in ]—1, l[,
This means that c 18 the solution of the Dirichlet problem in R+x]~ 1, l[
with a boundary datum 4,EH”’(]— 1, l[) (owing to the estimate (4.4)). So
the regularity of c is in accordance with the regularity we expected. Moreover,
far from x, =0, c is smooth. s
In § 5, we shall need the following estimate about c and V2 c near x, = 0.
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Lemma 3.9. Assume that n = 3. Then under the assumptions of
irheorem 3.1, for alí ec]0, l[, we have:
(3.42) J ¡c(e,x3)¡2dx3=C¡¡(f,g)¡¡,,,
(343) 1~, — C
Proof: Since the Fourier coefficients of c are ck e<AE, by Parseval’s
identity, we have
(3.44) JIc(e~x3)¡2dx3=Z ¡ck¡?eEkTk
(3.45) J ¡92c(c,x3)¡2dx3= ¡cJ2k2e~’<’&CE
The inequality (3.41) implies that
(3.46) E ¡c~¡2k=C¡¡(fg)¡¡%.
kC
The inequalities (3.42) and (3.43) are a direct consequence of (3.44)-(3.46)
sínce we remark that
C
eekw=Ck, krckw=e
To end this section, we shall prove that the outward normal derivative
‘9(y±u
)
of y~u on ‘95’ exists and belongs to 2(5’).
Theorem 3.10. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, we have
~ O(~y
4.u) £L2(ar)
andfu(/?ls
6½’±u
)
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Proof: When ti = 2, since c is a constant, the claim follows frorn (3.5) and
the Sobolev imbedding theorem.
Let us assume that n=3. We prove that y±uEW2P(F), for allp<2 and
fulfils
where C may depend on p, for ah p<2.
Using the expansion (3.4) of ‘y~u and the definitions of S~ and £~ we see
that
Afty~u)=h, —c~xf’12,
where h,cL2 (1’) and
¡¡h, ¡¡L2<l’>< c7¡J (fg)¡¡,,,
Since xy”2CLP(F), for alí p<2, we deduce that A
2(y~u)GLP(5’), br alí
p<2 and using (3.5), we have
As y+uEH¿(f’) aná Fis aconvex dornain of the plane, we deduce (3.48)
(see for instance Theorem 4.4.3.7 of [5]).
Using the trace theorem 1.5.2.1 of [5], the Sobolev imbedding theorem
and the estimate (3.48), we arrive to (3.47).
4. TEJE WAVÉ EQUATION
Our first aim is to establish the existence of a solution to the wave
equation associated with the boundary value problem (1.4). The easiest
manner is to introduce a selfadjoint operator A from II into II associated
with (1.4).
Ihe bihinear form a induces an isomorphism 2=1from Y into Y’ defined by
(2=<’u)(v)=a(u,u), Vu,vE V.
[Jsingthe density of 2~ (E) in L
2(F) ané the density
0f§t (ti) in L
2(f1), we
can show that Y is dense in II. Moreover, the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem
implies that Vis compactly imbedded into ¡1. Therefore, the bilincar form a
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also induces a positive selfadjoint operator A from fi into ¡1, with a compact
inverse, defined by
D4={uE V:Wuc 111,
1. VuCDA:Au#—A u —A_ ()+au+ att),
owing to Theorem 2.9. It is also wellknown that DA is dense in y and
DA¡/2 V(see [10], for instance).
The wave equation associated with A may be written as follows : given
sp0E 1’, ~, cH and fE L’ (O, 7’; Ji), find a solution sp of
spEC([0, 7], ljflC’([0, 7], 11),
(4.1) sp” (t)+Asp(t)rrf(t), tc[O, 7],
sp (O) = spo,
where sp’ denotes the derivative of sp w,th respect to the variable t.
Since A admits a sequence of eigenfunctions, which forms a basis of Ji,
Theorem 3.1 of [7] can be adapted to our setting. Iberefore, we have the
Theorem 4.1. Let ‘PUEDA, sp, ~ and JEL’(0, 7’; D,.1~+4 with
s=l/2. Then problem (4.1) has a un/que solution spEC([0, Ti, DAS)Ñ
(4.2) ¡¡SO¡¡ C([O. ~i DAS) + ¡S~¡i C’ ([0, fl,
0Á.—’~)
<C¡ ¡I~Po¡IDÁ,+ ¡Isp ¡IDA~~Ifl+ ¡1./li ,.‘<o. T:DAS..Ifl>I . e
In the same way, Remark 3.2 of [7] still holds.
Theorem 4.2. ¡Jet ‘Po E V, sp, EH and fc L’ (0, ir; 11) and let sp be the
unique solution of (4.1). Then there exist sequences ‘POmEDA, ‘PimE Y, fmE
C ([0, 7], P), mG N*, such that
‘Pon> ‘Po in Y,
sp,,,—sp, in H,
f
m-.f in L¡(0,7’;If),asm~.+00.
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Moreover, ¡he solution ‘p,,, of(4.I) ivith da¡acp0,,,sp,~,, fmfulfils
SO,OEC([0,71,OÁ)ÑC’ ([0,7’], I’JÑC
2([0, ~1,fi),
and
sp,,,sp in C([0,7], kJÑC’ ([0, 7’], II), os
Proof: Direct consequence of the density of § (0, 7’; Y) in L’ (0, ir; II)..
Wc now establish a law of conservation of energy.
Theorem 4.3. Letsp
0E V,sp, EH and denote bysp, ¡he unique solution of
(4.1) wi¡h datasp0,sp, andf=0. Let us denote ti>’ E¿’Q,the energy ofsp at time
tE[0, 7’] Le.
irtienfor alí tEE[0, 7’]:
(4.4) EW=E0:=-} { ¡sp¡¡¡~¡+a(sp~,sp~)}.
Proof: In view of Theorem 4.2, it suffices to prove (4.4) for spQE
0Á and
‘PE Y. The adyantage is that the corresponding solution sp belongs to
C([0, 7’], DA)Ñ 0 ([0, 7], Y)Ñ C2([0, 79, Ji). Indeed, since sp’ (Qe Y, we
deducé that
=«p”(O+ A<p(t), sp’(t)),,
This proves that
dE
and then (4.4). e
Remark 4.4: Theorems 4.1 to 4.3 may be extended to the following
abstract setting: 11 and Y are two real Hilbert spaces such that Y is dense rn
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Ji and Vis compactly imbedded into H; a is coercive continuous bilinear
form on Y, which is symmetric.
If uEDA, then Theorem 3.1 shows that u and y~u admit the respective
expansion (3.3) and (3.4). Unfortunately (3.3) does not imply that u belongs
to HS(fI), for sornes>1. Iherefore, as in paragraphs 6 and 7 of[7]; ifwe2
want to use multiplier technics, we have to establish an identity with
multiplier, which takes into account (3.3) and (3.4).
Theorem 4.5. Let us assume thai m(x)x—x
0, ivith x0=(x0
fulfilling x02=0. Thenfor alí UEDA. we have:
(4.5) f (—A,, u)m . V,, udx
Ou Ou
+f~(—A,,.., (y..,-u)+y~ +y.. )y+mV,,n (y--u) dx»
—(1 — -g-)f0 ¡V,,u¡2dx+(l — nl )f. 1W.... (y1~u)¡2dx»
8(y±u)Yda~
+irxoíf
1. c
2 (u»)da»¡4,
ivhere c is zhe coefficient ofthe singu/arity 5, appearing in the decomposition
(3.3) of u.
Proof: For al! eE]0, l[, let us set
= Ix E It”:4 +x~ <S}
r~=ortnr, r
2,=an~nec;.
Theorem 3.1 shows that ucH
2(fl~) and y±uEH2(5’3,therefore, they
fulfil the identity (3.4) of [7] respectively in f1~ and 5’~. Adding these two
identities and taking into account the boundary conditions fulfilled by u and
y~ u and the fact that
m.v±=0 on 5’,
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we arrive to
(4.6) j1A,,u)mwudx
8 Ou
~ +y 8~
n
1)f¡v ()¡2d4 ft~ij”’dY ¿uyd
Op
av’~
+f{im.vtv,, ufl —-~—m.V,,u}do.
We now pass to the limitase goes to 0. Since uEDÁ, it is clear that the
lef-thand side of (4.6) ten& to the left-hand side of (4.5). Moreover since
u EH’ (0), y+ u EH’ (1’) and u is regular far from the bottom of the crack, the
three first terms of the right-hand side of (4.6) tend to the respective terms of
the right-hand side of (4.5). So, we are reduced to study the behaviour of the
integrals o’~.’er OF, and 5’2e~ Let us denote them respectively by 1,, amI ‘2,. Wc
shall show that
6(y+u
)
(4.8) ~2e lrXoíj~~c?(a») da», ase—O,
which wiIl prove (4.5).
a) Proof of (4.7): If n = 2, we have
2 Ox, ‘ Ox,
Moreover, the decomposition (3.4) of y+ u implies that y±uE O (1’) and
(4.7) holds.
If n=3, we shall decompose the boundaries of E, and 1’ as follows
Ore=5’
0Itu5’02C, 85’=I,O,uFO,
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where we set
Fo,~Of’~fl 01’, Fo2~={(e,x3):—l<x3< II,
- 5’01={xEdP:x,>0}.
We therefore decompose 1,. (resp. .t~) into two integrals ‘ole and ‘o2c (resp. 4,
amI 102) corresponding to F~ and I’02c (resp. 5’~, and 5’o).
Since y~u=0 on 1%,, and using Theorem 3.10, we deduce that
(4.9)
1oí~~1o, , as e—O.
For the second part, using the boundary condition y~u=O on f’~, we see
that
1~’ 0(y~u
)
‘02c ‘02 1 [(e—.x
01) ( (e, x3))
2
Ox
1
O(y~u) ¡ ‘9(y.,-u
)
+x0, ( (0, x3))
2+ —(x
0, —e)(
Ox, 2 Ox3
@y+u) _______Ox, Ox3 (e,x3)}dx3.
Using the next lemma, Theorem 3.10 and Lebesgue’s bounded convergence
theorem, we deduce that
(4.10) I02e~102, ase—O.
So the sum of (4.9) and (4.10) gives (4.7).
Lemma 4.6. Assume that n=3. IfuE W”P(5’),forsomep=4¡3, then
for every eE]0, l[, we have
where u (0, x3) (resp. u (e, x3)) stands for the trace of u on 1% (resp. 5’o2J• In
particular,
J ¡u2 (e,x3)—u2(O,x3)¡dx3—0 ase—O.
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Proof: For vE 9(1’), we can write
rt evu2 (e, x
3) -— u
2 (0, x
3) = 2) (x,,x3)u(x,,x3) dx,.
Integrating Ihe absolute value of this identity and using Hólder’s
inequality, we get
(4.12) J u2(e, x3) — y2 (0, x3) ¡dv3
ev
< 21¡ Ox1 ¡¡ IJ’(]Q,e[X]—l, ~> vI¡ ¡fl(~O,cLX]—l, II>
when + —=1. ButtheSobolevimbeddingtheoremimpliesthat W’P(F)
p q
is continuously imbedded into ¡Jq(f’) ifí —2/p>—2/q. This last condition is
precisely equivalent to p=
4/3. Therefore, the inequality (4.12) can be
extended to u in W’P(f’), which implies (4.11).
b) Proof of (4.8): it is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 4.7. Let n=3 and uEH’ (fi). irhenfor oíl eE]0 1 ive have
‘2’
where u (e, 6, x
3) stands for the trace of u over
Proof: Let us set
fl~={xEfl: x2>0}, fl={xEtl:x2<0j.
To prove (4.13), it is sufficient to establish (4.14) and (4.15) below:
(4.14) J J ¡u(e,6,x)¡2d6dx3=C¡lne¡ ¡Iu¡¡%<~1+>
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The reason of ibis spliuing is thai 9 (fl) is noi dense in H’ (II), while 9 (IY)
(resp. 2 (fifl) is dense in II’ (fi~) (resp. It (fi)).
By symmetry, it suffices to prove (4.14) and only for uc9 (U). Por such
a funetion, we may wriie
1’ii(c)u(e~O~xflrzj dr (r,O,x3)dr.
Using Sehwarz’s inequaliiy, we obíain
dr
2rdr.
Integraiing ibis Iast inequality over (6, x
3) in ]O, ir[x] — 1, 1[, we arrive to
(4.14).
We firstly suppose thai n = 3. Using ihe expansion (3.3) of u, ‘2. sptits into
a lot of terms. One of them is11+1 j27r
a~
Applying Lemma4.7 to br ¡e [1,2,311, wbich belongs to H’(fl), ibis
term tends to zero.
Another term is
11 f#m.v¡v2c121s¡¡2ed6dx3
tising Lemma 3.9 and the definition of S1, we see that this term is bounded
by Ce, which tends io zero.
In the same way, using Lemmas 3.9 and 4.7, we show thai ah the terms
iend io zero, except the following one
~‘ fr~ Jj”c2fr,x3) sin2(~})dOdx3.
Using Lemma 4.6, we arrive to (4.8). The proof of (4.8) is identical in
dimension 2, excepí that no iniegrailon over x3 E]—], 1[ appears. Aciually, ji
is easier since c is a constant.
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The proof of Theorem 4.5 is complete.
Wc are now aMe to esíablish the estimate of ihe energy, which is ihe basis
of tSe app]ication of HUM.
Proposition 4.8. Le¡~peC([O,fl. DÁ)flC1 ([0,7], ~flflC2([0,7], II) he
a sotution of
<(Q+A<p(Q0, tE¡jO, 7],
(4.16)
Ifx
0i>0 ihere exisís a minimal time T0>O such thai
(4.17), (T—T0)f20
<c {f~<> ( ~y dudí+~± ~8(y±~) da4 di>.
Proof: Por a fixed 7’, Jet us set
Q,=fix]O,fl, Q
2=Fx]0,fl,
Z1=F1z]0,flj, >2=OFx]O, 7’I~
We denote
íJ0D?gm.W sodxdt.
Integrating by parts over 10, ~1,we obtain
¡= D, ~m’ 9,, (Díso)dxdt+f0 D,~pm •V,,~dxI~’.
As usual (see [¡2] or [7]),we show that
(4.18) ‘Ql D,srm .¶J,,(D,¿p)dxdt zr—j ~ (D,soYdxdí.
This is proven by usinguthe Green identiiy in fi in the left-hand side of
(4.18) (it is allowed sincé D~ueH’(fl)) and by taking into account tSe fact
thai ,n.v±~0 on E and D,4’=0 on Vp
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11w Éwo prev¡ous identities lead to
(4.19) Irz-~-f~, (D,p)2dxd¡+11 D, ~m• V,,4’dxJ¿k
Since D,(y~<p)cH¿(V), we prove iii the same way that
(4.20) -I~~ D~ (-v+~’) ~‘+ ni~ V.,~ (y~4’)dx”di
2fQí (D, (y.1.q,))
2 dx” di±j.D, (r÷soYv+m ‘Vn..i (7+4’)dx”¡t.
Applying (4.5) to 9ff), iníegrating tSe obíained identity over ]0, T[ and
add¡ng it with (4.19) and (4.20), we obíain:
¡ ~, a
9~2~~
<4.21) 0=1(4’)—-— c
3v
2 ,.m’vty ~ (¿04<1
t-m~ v~<yM 8(Y+4’) )2du”d¡ + 7rx
01 Ir c’Q, o”)du”dí/4
where c(r.) is the coefficient of tSe, singularity S1 appearing in tSe expansion
(3.3) of ~Q) and where we set
I(<p)f0 I-j-(D,~Y+(¡ — JL)Iv,,9Izídxdí
n—lJQ
t 2 (D,(y~
4’))
2±(¡— 2
Let us now prove tSe fohlowing inequahity
(4.22) I«a)=TE
0 + 2n—3
Using tSe defxniúons of tSe norm iii U and of tSe humear forni a, we easily
check that
(4.23) 2n3 )fáII’e’(Oi¡?¡—a4~ <4 90))> di
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Moreover, sinceq, is a solution of (4.16), it fuiflis
Integrating this identity over ¡C]0, T1J and integrating by paris in í, we
arrive Lo
(4.24) f0T{i¡q” (t)lL~,— a«p(t), ~ (í))I di=«p’(¡), ‘p(í))¡¡¡¿’.
The inequahity (4.22) fohlows from (4.23), (4.24) ami tSe identities (4.3)
and (4.4).
!.Jsing (4.21), (4.22), the bypothesis x
01=0, Schwarz’s inequahity and
finally tSe coerciveness df tSe forma, we arrive to (4.17).
Corohlary 4.9. Under ¡he hypoíheses of Proposition 4.8. 1fx01 =0,¡here
exisís T0>0 such thai for al! T> T0, ihe application
(4.25) [‘Po,4’í} — IIIFpo, 4’~}¡ll :
LC 1 ____________
dv»
is a norni cm 11)4 x ysíronger ¡han ¡he norm induced 1,>’ Vx H
From now ow we make tSe fohlowing assumption
(H) Wc suppose that x01=Oand T0 is tSe minimal time sucb that (4.17)
holds for ah T=~ We also fix T=T0.
We now define Fas tbe closure of D4 x 1-’ fox’ this new norm. So we ¡uve
tSe algebraje and topological inclusions:
04x VGFC VxH.
Proposition 4.10. Under ¡he assump¡ion (11,1, leí 14’o, ~Pije F and
fe L’ (O, T 19. Then ¡here exisis a unique so/u/ion yE CffO, 29, Y) fl
C’ ([0, 7’]. 8) of ¡he wave equation (4.J)fulflhling
(4.26) -x 8~U
1-’<~t(<o» ~ ~ ~ 6(y.~.g
)
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Proof: Wc argue as inTheorem 5.6 of [7]. Using tSe hinearity of problem
(4.1) ami the trniqueness of jis solution, we split 4’=<fl +92, where ~
corresponds to ihe Cauchy data (with f=0) and 4’1 corresponds to tSe rigSi-
Sand side f(with uro Cauchy data).
The definition of F insures that g~ fuIflis (4.26).
TSeorem 4.1 shows thai 4’2EC([0, 7’], DA) and fulflis (4.2) with s=1 and
4’O=4’[=O. The expansion (3.3) of4’2Q) imphies that’P2(t) belongs to ¡f2 far
from ihe boítom of the crack. TSerefore, using tSe trace theoreni of [4], we
deduce tbat y
6v (dE L2(fl
1) and fuiflis
a4’2
where C is independent of it
On the other hand, Theorem 3.10 proves that ~» 6Qx+’Pí) (dE ¡3(0V)
dv»
and fuiflís
C being also independent of ¡.
Integrating ihe square of tSese two last inequalities over ]0, 4, we
conclude tbai 4’2 also fuiflls (4.26).
5. WEAK SOLUTIONS OF THE WAVE EQUATION
We transpose Proposition 4.10, we get
Theorcm 5.1. Under dú? assump¡ion (U,>. Then for al! u0 EH, u1 E y’,
y1 EL~(Y4(X0)), v2EL
2(EI(xo)), ¡here exis¡ unique uEL~(0, T; II, I~4’, ~‘o}
EF’, which are solu¡ions of
(5.1) jT
y~=.~dud¡
dv
du»dt,
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for dije LI (0, 7’; Y), {~,—p~ cF. where’P is ¡he unique soluhon of
‘Pc CifO, 7], kjflC’([O,7],H)
(5.2) 4”’(i)±A~p(i)=f(¡), ¡40, 7];
Formally, the solution’u of (5.1) fulflis.
u”(t)±Au(¡)t=0, ¡40,7],
u(0)=u0, u’(0)=u¡,
fu1 on Xt(xo),
10 on
on XI<xo),
7±
on
and ihe final condiiions
(5.3) u(7)=i4’0, u’(7)=iki.
This is actually tSe case if tSe data are more regular. Nevertheless, we sSall
give á meaning to (5.3) and we shall prove more regulariíy for u.
For tSese reasons, we sSaIl say that tSe solution u of (5.1) is a weak
solution of the wave equation witS CaueSy data u0, u1 and boundary data u1,
u2.
We shall need tSe following density resulí, wSicS is proven using tbe
particular geometry of fi aud the density of 9(0) in ¡3 (0), when O is any
open set of R”.
Theorem 5.2. Leí u1 ELí(St(xo)), v26 LI(EIi(xo)). Then ihere exisís a
sequence VmE2 (0,7’; C”
0Q—l, l]>9)fulfilling
(5.4) fUmO on
on
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<u,,,—v1 iii L’(Y4}x0)),
(5.5)
1, y~v,,—v2 ¡ti L2(Et(xo)), os
Theorem 5.3. Under ¡he assumpt¡on (H). Leí u0E 1”, u1611 and vE
9(0,7’; Coo(L~1, ljj’))fulfilling(5.4). !fuEL¶0, 7’; V’) and j41,q¡0}eF’ are
¡he un¡que .solu¡ions of(5.1) wi¡h dato 4<o, u1, u1 =u~>± , u~=y+uI~~i~ , ¡hen
(5.6) uECff0, 7], CjflC’ ([0,29, 8)
andfulfils (5.3), where we set
V=[uEH’(fl):y~u=y.uEH’(fl)}.
Proof: We denote
= u” — A,, u, f2 = (7+ u)”— A,, (“>‘+ u).
Since (f1,f2)eL
2 (0, 7’; 8), by Lemma 1.3.4 of [12], ihere exisis a unique
solution @EC([0, 7’], Y)flC’ ([0, 7], H)flH2 (0, 7’; y’) of
f <r(t),w>+aO/i(O,w)
(5.7) = ~ a.e. ¡40,7], VwE IJ
TSis means ihat 4’ is tSe unique solution of (4.1) witb data
f=—(f
1, f2),<po=u0,<p¡ U¡.
We sSall show thai u=u± t/i is tSe unique solution of(5.1) wSen
@0=u(7), 4i’í=u’(fl.
This will imply tSe desired results.
By Lemma 4.2, we are reduced to check (5.1) for 4’E C([0, 7]. 04
flC’([0, 7], J’9flC
2 ([0,7], 8). Since UEH2(0, 7’, y’), integrating by parts
over ] , T[ and taking mio accouni tSe initial conditions fulfilled by’P and u,
WC get
(5.8)
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=< u~, 4’ (0)>—< u0, 4” (0)>
-i—<v”(t), ‘P(t)>+(V(t), A~p (í))~,} di.
Applying the Oreen identity in fi, and E,, for cG]0, 1[, using tSe
expansions (3.3) and (3.4) of q’(¡) and y+’p(t) and letting e go to zero, we
obtain:
(5.9) (u, Ag) =f~—A,, V4’dx+j, —A~ 6±v)y~4’dx4
84’ 8(±4’
)
8~ da—fu
2y» ~» da
4.
Inserting (5.9) ixflo (5.8) and using (5.7), we see tbat tSe rigSí-hand side of
(5.8) is equal to tSe righi-hand side of (5.1). TSis is ihe desired identity. a
Combining Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, we remark ihat tSe unique solution u
of (5.1) belongs to C([0, 7], V’) and fuiflis u( 7’) = ~. Unforiunaiely, we know
nothing aboui tSe regulariíy of its derivative. We shall obíain it by studying
tSe first arder equation associaied with ihe wave equation (4.1).
Leí us consider tSe real Hilbert space
f//= VxH,
equipped with tSe inner producí
when t=«p,, e,), ¡=1,2.
Wc introduce tSe linear operator fi defined by
It is wellknown thai Bis maximal monotone, then —Bis tSe infinitesimal
generator of a C
0 semigroup of contractions.
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Lcmma 5.4. Leí $0E< EcL’ (0, T;é/7). Then ¡here exisis a unique
solution ‘FE C([0, 29, Xj of
@‘(í)+B4>(i»F(4, ¡e[0, 7],
(5.10) 1. (0) =
which fu/fis
(5.11) Ii’FIFC([O,TI.t/)= qS0j¡¿<+ ¡¡ F¡[,<0 T;~~)’
Moreover, (1 %ED~ and FEL
1 (0, T;DB), ¡ben 4’EC([0, 7’], DB) ¿md
fz4fds
(5.12) II4>IIc<[oT1i~)
8>= ¡¡4>~¡¡D8± II FIIL¡(o T;D~)
Proof: Let 5(í) denote the semigroup generated by —fi. 4’ is given by
(5.13) 4> (t)= S(t)4>~±j’S(¡— s) F(s)ds.
It is usually calted the mild solution of(5.¡0) (see, for instance [15]). The
estimates (5.11) ami (5.12) are a direct consequenee of ihe properties of ibe
seniigroup 5(t).
Actuahly, tSis leinma may be proven using Theorem 4.1 and tSe following
matrix representation of 5(í):
(5.14) ~(0= (costvw :1:1V’?
)
In the same way, using this representation (5.14) and Proposition 4.10, we
prove tSe
Proposition 5.5. Under ¡he assumption (H). Leí $~e F ¿md FE
L’ (0, T. D8), ¡ben ¡he unique solution 4’=&p,e)EC(I0, 29, sV> of (5.10)
ful]iIs
d(y~’P(5.15) ILY~~~IIL2(xflx,»+ uy” 8» 1L2(xpx0» =CIII4’OIIF+ ¡FF11 L(o,T.D8))
If we transpose tSis Proposition 5.5, we arrive to
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Theorem 5.6. Under ihe assump¡¡on (H). Leí U0E.óV’, u1 E L2(Y2t(xo)),
u2 EL
2 (tXxo)). Then ¡¡¡ere exisí unique ¡le L~ (0, 7’; D’
11) and 4¡ E 1’, which
are solu¡ions of
84’ ______
‘<U0, 4d0)>4xt u1 ‘y—~-— dudí —J’~+ u2 y» ¿(~‘±»4’)da»d¡,
for alt FEL’(0, 7’; D’pj>, ‘P0EF, when cF:=(cp,t)EC([O, 29,S~j is ihe un¡que
so/ution of
(¡)+ B44Q=F(¡), íc[0, 7],
(5.16 bis) 1
Moreover, we have íhefo/lowing estimule
(5.17) IIUIIL”w,rrr0)+l¡4¡IIr
=C. [IIU0¡L{*-+ ¡u1 II L2(y;<xú)>+ ¡¡ u2j¡ L2<Y1(x»))l
It is classical that die wave equation (4.!) and ihe equation (5.10) are
equivalei¡t when we set F=(0,fl,4>0=«p0,’P¡) and ‘F=«p, 4”). Actually, we
consider (5.10) since by transposition we obtain a vectorial solution U of
(5.16) (sincé Fhas, in general, a rionzero fxrst component). Moreover, Uis a
formal solution of tSe homogeneous equation adjoint to (5.16 bis) i.e.
U’+R* U=0.
Writting U=(u, u), tSis ideniity is equivalent to
Iherefore, we may hope that u is the unique solution of (5.1). Since u = u,
we would obtain a regularity result for u’. We now clarify tSese eonsiderations
in the
Theorem 5.7. Under ¡he assump¡ions of Theorem 5.3. Leí ¿¿E
CifO, 7], Y) fl C’ ([0, 7], 8) be ¡he un¡que solution of (5.!). If we set
(5.18) Ur (u’, u),
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¡ben U is ¡he un¡que solution of (5.16) w¡¡h
(5.19) U0=(u1,u0)and¡4=(u’(2}¿¿(T>).
Consequen¡ly, ¿¿E C([0, 7], V9fl C’ ([0,7], ITA) andfulfils
(5.20) ¡¿¿FI ~ ii, Y) + II~IlC’((O. TI, ~‘A)
=C{II ¿¿oíl ¡¡+ íí~iií U + I¡ vi II L
2(X~(x,)) + II~
2 FI
Proof: Since 9(0, 7’; D5) (resp. D8) is dense in L’ (0, T;~j (resp. inst9,
it suffices to check tSat Ufulfils (5.16) with FE3 (0, T;DB) and ‘FoED~, ihe
corresponding solution ‘F of (5.16 bis) belonging to C([0, 7], D11)fl
C’([0, 7], t~j. For such a <b=(<p,e), it is clear thai geC
2 ([0,7], H).
Iherefore, an integration by paris ov r ]0, ~1yields
ÍT< U(¡), FW>d¡=ÍT< ¿¿(44’” (¡)+ ~44’(¡)>di— <¿¿(¡), ~‘(¡)+ ew>ít.
Since u fulfils (5.1) and (5.3), the previous identity proves ihat (1 fulflís
(5.16) witS the convention (5.19). Finally, ihe estimate (5.20) follows from tSe
estimate (5.17) fulfilled by U.
Corollary 5.8. Under ¡he hypo¡heses of Theorem 5.1 ¡he uniq¿¿e sol¿¿¡ion
uEI7 (0,7’, y’) of (5.1) satisfies
(5.21) ¿¿6 C([0, 7], y’) nC’ ([0, 7], D’A)
and ¡he final condi¡ions (5.3).
Proof: We use tSe densiiy of V in H, Theorems 5.2, 5.3 and 5.7 and the
fact thai since VP is continuously imbedded into D~, ibe space C([0, 7], y’)
is continuously imbedded mio C([0, 7], D’,~).
6. TIff HILBERT UNIQUENESS METHOD
We are now ready to give tSe main result of iSis paper.
Theorem 6.1. Under ¡he assump¡ion (II). Thenfor oil ¿¿
0c H and u1 E V’,
ihere exist u1 E L
2 (Yt(xo)) and u
2 EL
2 (Y4j(xo)) s¿¿ch thai ¡he we k solution
¿¿EC([0, 7], V’)flC’ ([0,7], D’,~) of ¡he waveeq¿¿a¡¡on (iii ¡he sense of (5.1))
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¿¿“(?)+Auft)=z0,íc[0, 7’],
on ZI}xo),
(6.!)
on
y2 on ZI(xo),
x±u =
LO on E2\Zt(xo),
(6.2) u(T)=u’(T)=0.
Proof: By Proposition 4.10. for {qo,<pí EF, there exists a unique solution
4’EC([0,7], Y)ÑC’([0,7], JI) of
.1.
>1 4’”(¡)+A4’(¡)=0,¡c[0, 7’],
(6.3) 1 4’(0) =4’o, 4”(0) ~
wSicS fu1fi1~ ‘(4.26).
Let us consider «‘E17(0, 7’; V’), 1x,-—XoIEF’, the solutions of
(6.4) JT
r 84’ d~j
l®) y—y-———dadidv dv
ya dÓ’±so) » 861±’~)da» di,
dv» - ~‘ dv»
for alí gEL’ (0,7’; ¡9, {tj~, iJI}EF, where tj is the uniqie ¿olution bf
ijEC([0, 7’], Y)flC’ (¡jO, 7], JI),
tj (0)Á ~bo,
.1
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Their existence follows from TSeorem 5.1 inverting tSe order of time.
Morco-ver, owing to Corollary 5.8, q¡ fulfils (5.21) and the initial conditions:
‘k(O)=xo, @‘(O)x¡
Wc now define the operator
A:F—.F’:{4’o,’PII—.{xh—xoI.
Lemma 6.2. For oil [‘Po, ‘P~ E E we have
(6.6) < A{4’0, ‘PíI~ [4’o,‘P~}> = 111{4’o, ‘Ph}IIIí.
Proof: Since identity (6.4) holds for ah ~ solution of (6.5), we may apply
it with 77=4’. This leads to
<Xí4’o>+<Xo4’i>’J+(Y 84’ )‘dad¡— f ~»
8(x±so)2du»d¡
‘JE¡{x,) dv i4-<~,> 8v»
TSis is (6.6) using tSe definition (4.25) of tSe norm in F.
TSis lemma shows that A is an isomorpSism from F into F’. Given ~oEH,
u E y’, we know that
[u
1,—u0}c V’x HCF’.
So Ibere exists a unique solution ~0,4’1}EFof
Wc build tSe solution ~ of (6.3) and then tSe solution ip of (6.4). Setting
84’ »
8(Y+4’
)
u=Jj, v
1=y ~ and v2=y dv» , we see that¿¿ is tSe weak solution of
the backward wave equation
¿¿“(i)+Au(¡)=0,íE[0, 7’],
¿¿(7]= u’ (7) = 0,
fui on
(6.7) u=j
O on Xr\Xt(xo),{ y2 ony+ u =
O on
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Moreover, it futfils
It remains to pro-ve tSat ¿¿isa weak solution of(6. 1) le. we have to check that
(since we already know that ¿¿(7’)=u’(7’)=0)
(6.8) JT
( 04’ dccli— Lb ½ d(y~) du»d¡,
J~.¡(v)’ dv dv»
for alí fEL’(0, 7’; Y), {<p~, —<p,}CF, where’P is the unique solution of(5.2).
TSe next lemma establishes that [‘P(0), ~‘ (0)}eF. Therefore,.the identity
(6.4) pro-ves (6?8)~bysettingg=f,770=’P(0), 77~=4”(0) and hence ~
Lemma 6.3. Leí [‘pa;4’j cF and fe L’ (0, 7’; Y). lf 4’ is ¡he ¿¿nique
solut¡on of (4.1), ¡¡¡en
(6.9)
Proof: By Proposition 4.10 and the reversibility of the wave equation,
there exists a unique ~IEC([0, 79; D3Ñ C’ ([0, 7’], Y) of
1 ‘P(T)=&W:0, ¡e[0, 7],
fulfilling
dii’ dtv+ 4’
)
IIY II L2(4(x,>)+ 11 dv» IIL>(4<x,))=CIIfII L’(O. T~ ~3
Setting X=4’—’P, we deduce that xEC([0, 7],’Y)OC’ ([0,7], JI) fulfils
I :‘t2¶= O, ¡E[0, 7],
and
II~ IIL2(4(x,))+ Y»
dV»Using again tSe reversibi1it~ of the wave equation, this proves (6.9). a
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In Theorem 6.1, Wc establisb tSe exact controllability for controis witS
support in Zt(xo) aud ZS(xo). In tSe pbysical point of ‘iew, it would be
ínteresting to get controis Saving tSeir supports only concentrated on tbe
external boundary of fi j.c. no control on tSe bottom of tSe crack 1%. To bit
tSis goal, it suffices (and it is allowed) to choose x0 sueh tSat x0, = O in tSe
multiplier.
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